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Chocolate Candy Bar Cards are a clever way to write a tasty message to someone special in
your life. Make a "note" of it. Luna Eclipsed is the fourth episode of the second season of My Little
Pony Friendship is Magic and the thirtieth episode overall. The episode takes place during a.
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Poster board candy card made for my boyfriend for our anniversary. Super fun and easy!
Cheap to make, about $12. You can also have fun with it by making it . Candy Poster Board
Valentine, Projects Diy S, Gift Ideas, Diy Gift, Boyfriend Candy Poster, Anniversary Ideas,
Poster Idea, Anniversary Gifts, Parents . Jan 29, 2015 . 7 candy bar saying ideas. Valentines
Candy Bar Poster for Him, source. 50th Birthday Poster Made with Candy Bars, 8 candy bar
saying ideas.Romantic candy bar sayings and creative love words and expressions of affection
make for a unique and inexpensive gift idea.Oct 23, 2013 . can make yourself. Even more great
ideas for DIY gifts for your boyfriend or husband.. A Jar Full of Candy (His Favorite Candy). diy-
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28, 2011 . Need some inspiration while you are making a candy bar card?. Top 35 Cheap &
Creative 'Just Because' Gift Ideas For Him | Happy. I wrote the letter on a poster board and
substituted different words with candy bars.Chocolate Candy Bar Cards are a clever way to
write a tasty message to. I made this Happy Birthday candy gram card for my boyfriend's 20th
birthday.Apr 10, 2009 . So, you know those silly “candy grams” that are used for every occasion.
So much cuter than the traditional candy-grams on a poster board.Jan 20, 2012 . Printable
candy bar love notes for someone special in your life.. And I loved him so much, I even agreed
to sit in a freezing cold lake at sunset . Feb 3, 2014 . I hope you guys enjoy this video! Like I said
in the video these ideas can be changed a bit to be appropriate for a friend! Leave a comment .
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Who wouldn’t love a candy bar poster or card? Not only are candy bar gift cards amusing, they're
also yummy. For some reason candy and a note really does say a. Let’s face it, girls. We don’t
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want [. ]
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